The traditional recommendation system (RS) can learn the potential personal preferences of users and potential attribute characteristics of items through the rating records between users and items to make recommendations.However, for the new items with no historical rating records,the traditional RS usually suffers from the typical cold start problem. Additional auxiliary information has usually been used in the item cold start recommendation,we further bring temporal dynamics,text and relevance in our models to release item cold start.Two new cold start recommendation models TmTx(Time,Text) and TmTI(Time,Text,Item correlation) proposed to solve the item cold start problem for different cold start scenarios.While well-known methods like TimeSVD++ and CoFactor partially take temporal dynamics,comments,and item correlations into consideration to solve the cold start problem but none of them combines these information together.Two models proposed in this paper fused features such as time,text,and relevance can effectively improve the performance under item cold start.We select the convolutional neural network (CNN) to extract features from item description text which provides the model the ability to deal with cold start items.Both proposed models can effectively improve the performance with item cold start.Experimental results on three real-world data set show that our proposed models lead to significant improvement compared with the baseline methods.
Introduction
With the development of internet technology, the problem of information overload has also followed which affected the user's access to information seriously. The development of the RS effectively solves the problem of information overload.The most popular practical RS is the personalized recommendation system.The personalized recommendation system aims to find a large number of items to user that he or she interests in quickly and accurately through historical information such as user characteristics, interests, item attributes and user context.The mainstream recommendation system implementation method can be divided into three categories: content-based recommendation,collaborative filtering recommendation and hybrid recommendation.
The content-based recommendation mainly uses the auxiliary content of the item to construct the item feature which matches the user profile or the user historical preference, compares with the item wich user liked before,then recommends the most suitable items to the user [1] .Collaborative filtering recommendation depends on the relationship from the user-item interaction [2] .The hybrid recommendation system combines the two methods above to provide higher quality recommendation according to specific scenarios [3] .
Although content-based recommendation and collaborative filtering have been successfully used in a variety of real-world scenarios,they all exist the problem of cold start.The models proposed in this paper shows superiority in the prediction accuracy performance.The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(i) We propose two models TmTx and TmTI for different cold start scenarios. Both two models applied convolutional neural networks to extract attribute features from item description text. The extracted text features help to understand the item's attribute content and characterize the cold start item features, thus breaks the limitations of the traditional recommendation system in the problem of cold start items.
(ii) The models we proposed that incorporates temporal dynamics, texts, and item relevance to effectively break the limitations of recommended cold start problems. We evaluate the proposed model extensively on real-world data set and the results show that our proposed model leads to significant improvement than the baseline methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some related works. In Sect. 3,we review several related approaches focusing on utilizing temporal data,texts and item relevance. Section 4 describes our experimental work with discussion of experimental results.We give some concluding reviews and directions for future research in Sect. 5.
Background and Related Work

Sparse and Cold Start
The sparsity and cold start problems of the RS can be
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⃝ 2019 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers solved by mining related auxiliary information.Jamali et al. [4] successfully combined key factors in trust communication mechanism, social network and trust recommendation with traditional matrix factorization(MF) technology, effectively alleviating the cold start problem in social recommendation. Yang et al. [5] proposed the concept of trust circle in the social network, trying to ease the pressure of user data sparseness through the friends historical preferences as the user's interest feature should be similar to the average of his friends characteristics. As deep learning has made breakthroughs in multiple research areas such as computer vision [1] , natural language processing [16] ,information retrieval [17] and so on. It has also been gradually applied to the RS. Wei et al. [6] utilized deep neural network SDAE to extract item features in item description files and merged it with timeSVD++ to alleviate the cold start. Wang et al. [7] proposed collaborative deep learning that integrating SDAE into probability matrix factorization (PMF) to produce a more accurate model in rating prediction accuracy from the comments.However,most of these research works ignore the temporal dynamic information of users and item features. We proposes a solution that combines deep learning and MF which breaks these limitations and greatly improve the recommended performance of cold start items.
Temporal Dynamic
The user's preferences and item attributes are constantly changing over time in real life. It is unsuitable for the traditional RS to treat the historical records of users or items as a static and constant processing. In general, the models should be continually updated to reflect the current status of the data. The temporal dynamic has always played an extremely important role in the practical application of the recommendation system.Chen et al. [8] utilized a dynamic user profile, saved it and updated it in real time to grasp the user's real-time preferences and make accurate recommendations.The most famous approach is timeSVD++ [9] which successfully models the user's long-term interest and instantaneous deviation. Besides, this model utilizes the time period to capture the changes of the item attributes accurately, which has achieved remarkable results on the real Netflix data set. In addition, Yuan et al. [10] segment the user preference by time, and integrate time into the calculation of neighbor similarity.
Features Extraction
In recent years,convolutional neural networks (CNN) have made excellent achievement in many fields and it has recently been utilized into the RS.Van den Oord et al. [11] applied CNN into music recommendation. They used CNN to extract songs from an acoustic perspective, and proposed a latent factor prediction model based on acoustic features.The Mcauley et al. [14] used CNN to extract features from item images to capture the visual evolution of item features and fashion trends,and successfully improved recommendation accuracy.However,these methods only consider additional auxiliary information rather than fully excavate multiple auxiliary information of the item.Besides,they divided the CNN task and recommendation task into two parts separately,and does not extract the feature from auxiliary information which is relevant to recommend.As CNN can effectively preserve the contextual information in the processing of text,it can understand the text content better and more suitable for feature extraction compared with the method based on the word bag model.
Proposed Method
Matrix Factorization: Basic Model
Collaborative filtering (CF) is the most successful and widely used algorithm in RS. The most representative methods are based on MF which were widely used in various research works because of its excellent accuracy and scalability. The simplest MF model is Latent Factor Model (LFM). It maps user and item information into a latent factor vector which the dimension is k, and the interaction between the user and the item is modeled as the inner product of the two vectors. Assume that there are N users,M items and the rating matrix is R ∈ R N×M , User u and item i are represented as k-dimensional vectors respectively: p u ∈ R k , q i ∈ R k . Then the predict scoresr ui that the user u gives to the item i can be expressed as:
The LFM accurately captures the interaction between the user and item. But the giving of rating is largely related to the unique attributes of user and item. For example, the market data often shows there are large score biases that user gives to the item. Some rigorous users tend to give lower scores than other users, while some popular and wellreputed items tend to get higher scores than other items. These bias tend to account for a large proportion of the rating and have strong temporal dynamics. Therefore, The deviation value for rating is defined as b ui :
µ represents a global average score. b u and b i is the score bias of user and item. Take account the deviation into the user-item interaction. Equation (1) can be formulated as:
As MF had considered several major influencing factors independently, it not only shows the high accuracy, but also shows the good scalability. So, we choose it as our basic model.
TimeSVD: Integrating Ratings with Temporal Dynamics
The given score is often influenced by many factors which dynamically changes over time. Integrating temporal dynamics into the RS can effectively improve the recommendation performance. TimeSVD++ is one of the most representative methods based on the basic MF. The model defines the predicted scorer u,i that a user u gives to item i as follows:
As we focus on emphasizing the impact of temporal dynamics, the part of the formula which considering user history
∑ j∈R(u) y j can be ignored. Then TimSVD++ can be simplified to TimeSVD:
b i (t), b u (t) present time-aware rate deviation of item and user respectively, which can be formulated as :
For an item, the rating deviation tends to be a phased and slower change, the dynamic deviation is defined as a static part b i , and a dynamic part b i,Bin(t) . Bin(t) is the time period where the time point is t. The user's dynamic deviation is divided into long-term changes and short-term instantaneous changes. Long-term changes refer to long and trending changes that are caused by long-term habits or cumulative experience of users. Short-term transient changes mainly refer to transient changes caused by short-term mutations such as hot events and environmental mutations and so on. The characterization of the user rating deviation is divided into three parts: static part b u , α u * dev u (t) modeling long-term trend drift of user rating deviation. b u,t denotes the instantaneous change of user u at time t. Besides, the temporal deviation is defines as:
Where t u is the average time that user u rates. Similarly, the latent factor of user can be formulated as:
Text Feature Extraction
Description text is one of the most important auxiliary information of the item. We can get a powerful supplement to the potential attribute characteristics by mining and analyzing it. The rapid development of deep learning has made it excellent performance in text feature extraction. This paper uses a CNN for text feature extraction proposed by Kim et al. [12] to learn the potential item attributes in item description text. The CNN is mainly composed of four layers: an embedding layer, a convolution layer, a pooling layer and an output layer. Before extract the feature of text, we need to convert each word into a dense vector, and then convert each text into a dense matrix as input, which is the work of embeded layer. Firstly, we linked all the description text of the project into a document D i . There are n words in total. let x i ∈ R k be the k-dimensional word vector representation of the i-th word in the document, then D i can be expressed as:
Among that,⊕ is the natural connection symbol. x i:i+ j indicates a cascade of words x i , x i+1 , . . . , x i+ j . In particular, the initial embedded word vector is not static, and the vector can be optimized in later training. After embed layer, the original text data is converted into a matrix input to the CNN, and then the convolution layer can be used to get text feature information. Convolution operations use shared weights to generate a new feature from a window with h words. For example, generating the content features c i from x i:i+h−1 :
) * means the convolution operation. b ∈ R is the deviation value. f is the nonlinear function ReLU. This set of shared weights can be applied to all possible word windows in the document {x 1:h , x 2:h+1 , . . . , x n−h+1:n } to generate the feature vector:
As a shared weight can only capture one type of text feature, so, we choose multiple shared weights to get multiple types of features in the model. The feature vector generated by the j-th shared weight w j is represented as c j :
Suppose that each size of word window has N w shared weight, then N w text feature are generated after the convolution layer. Such features are still too much, and many features are meaningless. Capturing the most important features is the task of the pooling layer.The model structure uses the max-pooling operation in the pooling layer. It not only further reduces the number of features, but also can convert the feature vectors of different lengths obtained by different document lengths into fixed-length feature representations.
After the pooling layer, different documents lengths are converted into feature vectors of length N w , which facilitates the design of the output layer. In the end,We use tanh to get text features.
k is the extracted text feature, k is the dimension of the feature. In order to be associated with the rating, this dimension should be the same as the latent feature dimension of the item from the user-item rating matrix. Then, We can use the description text of each item to get the feature vector implied in the text:
θ i represents the latent textual feature of item i. W is the variables which will be adjusted in the convolutional neural network, includes all weights and deviation variables.
Item Correlation
In the case of a few historical records of an incomplete cold star, not only the explicit auxiliary information of the item can be used such as text and some potential information, but also the association models can be modeled to make recommendation. Item correlation represents the link between the intrinsic properties of the items and can be derived from the rating matrix as items that are often purchased by users at the same time or often given similar ratings by users tend to have higher relevance, and they often have similar themes. Liang et al. [13] proposed CoFactor that combines basic MF and item correlation which can be formulated as:
Where m i j is an element in the pointwise mutual information (PMI) matrix of the item, q i is an item latent factor that is shared by MF and item correlation. The PMI between item i and item j can be calculated as:
Where ℓ(i, j) denotes the total number of users who purchased items i and j together, and ℓ(i), ℓ( j) indicates the total number of users who purchased items i and item j respectively. D is the total number of items-items pairs. It computes PMI based on frequency of co-occurence but it is unsuitable for five-scoring rating case. We further consider the difference between item scores and using the score similarity measure to calculate the difference between item scores, then combined it with PMI to measure item correlations more accurately. We choose an improved method named adjusted cosine similarity to overcome this drawback by subtracting the corresponding user average from each corated pair. Formally, the similarity between items i and j is:
Where r u is the average of the u-th users rating. Then we take into account the co-occurrence frequency and item score similarity to correct the original PMI matrix calculation as followed:
TmTx: A Model of Temporal Dynamics and Text
The proposed model TmTx in this paper mainly designs from the following two aspects: (i) The complete cold start item does not have any relevant historical records, based on the basic MF, we refine the formula of rate prediction and utilize the features that extracted from the item description text as the latent factor characteristics. Meanwhile we ignore the baseline deviation of the item.
(ii) For the user, the fusion temporal dynamic modeling method help them obtain the user's interest preference as much as possible at a specific moment.
The predicted score of user u gives to the full cold start item i defined as following:
θ i is the text feature that extracted from the item description text. The predict score consists of three parts: global averages score µ, dynamic deviation value of user b u (t) = b u + α u * dev u (t) + b u,t and interaction of attribute characteristics implied in the item text and potential interest preferences of users p u (t) = p u,k + α u,k * dev u (t) + p u,k,t . This prediction formula is only related to the user preference feature and text feature extracted from the item description text, so it can be used for the recommendation of a completely cold start item. The recommended framework is shown in Fig. 1 The objective function of the model is formulated as: 
Where λ is regularization parameter.
TmTI: A Model Oftemporal Dynamics, Texts and Item Correlation
In the construction of the incomplete cold start item recommendation system TmTI.Not only the explicit user-item rating information, but also the rich information contained in the auxiliary information can be used for the incomplete cold start item. The recommended framework is mainly divided into the following three parts: (i) In order to make more accurate recommendation at specific moments, we introduce temporal dynamic for item attributes and user interests respectively to capture the user and item features at specific moments accurately.
(ii) We use CNN to mine the potential attributes in the item description text and extract the attribute features as a supplement to the latent factor features of item,then merge them into MF.
(iii) We utilize the rating information to analyze the item correlation and using the improved correlation measure to calculate the correlation matrix to supplement the item latent factor features. The problem of inaccurate to model the item attribute feature in the incomplete cold start is alleviated through the three steps above. Besides, the introduction of temporal dynamics makes the rate prediction more accurate. The structure of the model is shown in Fig. 2 . The objective function of the recommended model is given as:
λ ϕ ,λ υ ,λ φ is the weight parameter used to balance rate prediction, correlation modeling and text feature extraction,y j is the same as TimeSVD++,it is the factor feature of item i and it describes the feature of users according to the item sets the user rating.The factor vector of the item i, the factor vector of the item i describing the user feature according to the item set of the user rating,λ is regularization parameter Fig. 2 The graphical modification of TmTI framework used to mitigate over-fitting problems in model optimization. m i j is the relevance between item i and item j which can be calculated by improved correlation measure. Ω(Ψ) is same defined as TimeSVD.
Model Training
We choose the SGD to training the models, which is to treat the relevant parameters as variables and to separately seeking partial derivatives for them. The following are the partial derivatives of several main parameters:
The partial derivative of the user's latent factor vector is :
The partial derivative of the item's laten factor vector in the TmTx model:
The partial derivative of the item's laten factor vector in the TmTI model:
The partial derivative of the correlation vector:
After obtaining the partial derivative of the corresponding parameters, we can update these parameters in the gradient direction, and then recalculate the updated parameters into the objective function, so that the value can be reduced at the fastest speed. Continue the above process until the objective function converges. The learned parameters can be predicted by the rating prediction formula to predict the unknown score in the matrix. For the CNN structure, we can continually optimize the structure of the CNN model and then select the text features that best fit the recommended task. Therefore, when the item latent factor in the rating matrix is assumed to be temporarily constant, the CNN should satisfy the following objective function:
So we can use the back propagation algorithm to optimize W. The final goal is to CNN model for both rating prediction and text feature extraction. We solve this problem by iterating through the following two steps:
Experiments
In this section, we employ experiments on three real-world datasets to investigate the performance of our proposed method. We first describe the data sets used in our experiments. Then we introduce five baseline methods and compare them with our method. Finally, we give an analysis of our learned model and results.
Dataset
Amazon is one of the largest comprehensive online shopping, which owns huge transaction volume every year.we choose two relatively small datasets of it and Movielens as our datasets which is shown in Table 2 . We ranked the items according to the time they first received the rating. We selected all the rating records of the last 5 movies as the test set and the rest as the training set for the complete cold start experiment, so that the items in the training set have no history. As the incomplete cold start, select the first 300 records of each item in the original test set to join the training set based on the division of the complete cold start experimental data set, and the rest as the test set, thus ensuring a small amount of items in the test set appeared in the training set. 
Preprocess
The data should be preprocessed before input into the recommended model. The preprocessing involved in this paper mainly includes two parts: the processing of the movie plot description text and the pre-calculation and storage of the similarity matrix. We refer to the work of Kim et al. [12] , Wang et al. [7] to preprocess the text as follows:
(1) Set the maximum length of each item description text to 300; (2) Remove the stop words based on the stop word list; (3) Calculate the TF-IDF value of each word for the remaining words, and remove the document-based stop words according to the calculated TF-IDF value; (4) Select 8000 of the most frequently occurring words in the remaining words Our data set has been processed through the steps above, finally the description text of each item has an average of about 95.21 words remaining. In addition to the above preprocessing of the text, we will save the matrix PMI * calculated by the training set in each new data segmentation case in the case of incomplete cold start.
Baseline and Evaluation Metric
We apply matric RMSE and MAE to evaluate our model:
Where N is the number of instances in the testing set. The two evaluation metrics are commonly used and smaller values indicate better performance for rating prediction. For the complete cold start recommendation mode, we used two basic general methods to verify the rating prediction performance of our completely cold start recommendation model.
(1) UA: When predicting a user's possible rates for an item, the method directly uses the average score of all historical scores of the user as the predicted score.
(2) ToU: When predicting a user's rating for an item, using the attribute features mined from each item description text, and choose the most similar M items from which the user has given the score, and obtain predict score using the similarity calculation method.
As for the incomplete cold start, the baseline is:
(1) LFM: LFM is the simplest MF model. Its main work is to obtain the latent factor matrix of user and item respectively.
(2) BasedMF: BasedMF is Based on the LFM and further consider the impact of baseline deviation for users and items. The TmTI proposed in this paper based on it and further utilize the attribute features in the item description text, The model further integrates temporal dynamics and dynamically models users and items from different granularities, so as to capture user's interest preferences and item attributes at specific moments more accurately.
(4) CoFactor: CoFactor is proposed by Liang et al. [13] to exploit item co-occurrence frequency to mine item correlation and further integrate it into BasedMF. The advantage is that it does not require any additional auxiliary information, and can directly use the user-item historical rating information to characterize this correlation relationship, which is very suitable for the scenes with insufficient information.
(5) ConvMF: Kim et al. [12] proposed a fusion model proposed to describe the recommendation model of attribute features in text. The model uses CNN to extract the latent factor features of the item in the PMF from the attribute features mined in the item description text.
Experimental Results and Analysis
TmTx Performance Evaluation
We selected all the rating records of 300 movies that received the latest evaluation in the data set as the test data and the rest as the training data to evaluate the performance of complete cold start item. Set the latent factor dimension K=5. The RMSE and MAE performance of the TmTx model and its comparison method are shown in Table 3 .
From the experimental results, we can see that the TmTx model proposed in this paper shows better accuracy of scoring prediction in each complete cold start scenario. Compared with other models, the proposed model improve the performance in the complete cold start scenario compared with traditional method because it considers the user's interest deviation and the attribute features contained in the item description text. The UA uses the average of all historical scores of the user as the predicted score. However, It gives the same prediction score for all items that unsuitable recommend item to user. As for ToU, it considers the content similarity between the new item and the item attribute that the user previous evaluate, although the method obtains the worst result in the accuracy of the scoring prediction, it achieves personalized recommendation compared to the UA. Additionally, it can be seen from the experimental results that for the ToU method, the larger the number M of similar items selected, the higher the final prediction accuracy.
Besides, We verified the effect of the latent factor dimension K on its recommend performance. We take K=5,10,15,20 respectively, and the experimental results are shown in Fig. 3 .
It can be seen that, unlike the traditional MF, the TmTx model proposed in this paper is almost unaffected by the latent factor dimension, which is similar to the HFT model proposed by Mcauley et al. [14] as the number of potential topics implied in the text is limited.
TmTI Performance Evaluation
When performing the data segmentation of the incomplete cold start experiment, 5 records of each item in the original test set are respectively put into the training set. The rest is the new test set. We validated the recommended performance of the TmTI model and comparison recommendation models in different incomplete cold start scenarios. The dimension of the latent factor is set to 5, and the experimental results are shown in Table 4 . It can be seen from the experimental results that the TmTI recommendation model proposed in this paper makes the best average score prediction performance under different incomplete cold start scenarios. LFM performs the worst in scoring prediction because it only utilizes historical data of users and items, and only consider the interaction of user preferences and item attributes when predicting the rating. The performance of the ConvMF is better as it is based on PMF and the additional use of attribute features in the item description text gives the model ability to capture the item characteristics more accurate. The TimeSVD further considers the tempo- 4 The graphical modification of TmTI framework ral dynamics and its performance is significantly improved compared to the basic MF in incomplete cold start. As for CoFactor, the model captures the item correlation by item co-occurrence frequency, and the average performance is significantly improved. Finally, our proposed incomplete cold start recommendation model TmTI fully considers the advantages and disadvantages of the above various methods, and efficiently combines the temporal dynamics, item attribute characteristics and item relevance contained in the item description text, makes the best performance. In order to verify the influence of the latent factor dimension on the performance of the TmTI, we take the latent factor dimension K=5,10,15,20 and perform experiments. As shown in Fig. 4 , we test it in the MovieLens and we can see that the model is less affected by the latent factor dimension as TmTx.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper conducted research on film recommendations in both cold start and incomplete cold start situations which focuse on the auxiliary information of user and item. Besides, we apply the temporal dynamics into our models and make full use of the film plot description text which extracting the text attribute features by CNN. For incomplete cold start items, in addition to incorporating text features, we apply improved item correlation metrics to fully exploit the interitem relationships contained in historical rating records and successfully apply them into our recommendation model. As the TmTx utilizes features extracted from the item description text as potential features of the item, it improve ability to model item properties under a full cold start. The TmTI fully apply the potential features of the plot description text and the relevance relationship of the item, which alleviates the limitations of the RS under the problem of incomplete cold start. Both two models utilize the temporal dynamics of users and items, which can capture the potential preferences of users and items more accurately. The final experimental results reveal that the TmTx and TmTI proposed in this paper can provide effective recommendation in the cold start environment and improve the performance recommended by the cold start item. In the future work, a recommendation model can be designed that comprehensively combines the advantages of the two recommended models in the follow-up work.
